
THE DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE ATHENIAN

DEMOCRACY AND ROMAN REPUBLICA

The republic of Rome and the democracy of Athens, while similar, varied in principle and practice. In Athens, first past
the post democracy was.

Two Consuls had imperium, administer the government, led army into battle, elected by centuriates, first only
for patricians, then for plebians , served one year terms. Women in Greece did not possess any rights as
citizens. In a practice known as "ostracism," citizens gathered in the public arena and marked a shard of
pottery with the name of a political leader they wanted ostracized. If a chief consul's approval rating fell,
voters had the satisfaction of knowing they wouldn't have to put up with him much longer. Although Rome
drew many of its political principles from the Greeks, and as a result, developed a government similar to that
of Greece, there were several differences between the two. Certain members of the conquered peoples and
immigrant groups were offered Roman citizenship. Praetors had imperium, govern Rome when consuls away,
lead armies, in charge of civil law as it applied to citizens, and judged cases in which one or both peopler were
noncitizens  This formation caused Rome to develop as one large city-state that absorbed migrating
populations and invaders from the north and south. Public offices where lower class were eligible, and state
paid the officials 7. The patricians represented the aristocracy, or nobles, while the plebeians represented the
middle-class and wealthy merchants. Administration where city magistrates handled routin administrative
tasks, chosen by lot. Take the test and find out. We learnt that he Athenian polis chose their elected leaders at
random , while members were selected for the Roman Republic and voted in by the leadership. The Party
System Rome's political structure provided for representation by two political parties in the Senate. Other male
citizens were allowed to cast votes, but could not hold office. Political Accountability The Romans and the
Greeks had political procedures for removing a government official not adequately performing his role. The
ancient Roman and Greek civilizations had well-organized political processes that greatly influenced the
manner in which later governments were structured in Europe and the United States. Full male citizens were
allowed to cast votes for political candidates and proposed legislation. The shards were counted and the
politician with the most votes was banned from Athens for 10 years. Interaction between the Greek city-states
was limited, causing each city-state to develop independently of one another. Tribunes had the power to
protect plebians, represented interests of plebians in Roman government. Other administrative officials,
handled specialized duties  Women were not permitted to vote or hold political offices. Women and men over
the age of 15 who had descended from Rome's original tribes were considered citizens. Greece is a
mountainous peninsula with a sharply fluctuating coastline and also includes several small islands. The
highest regard they could attain was being the wife of a citizen. Council of the plebs was for plebians, later
had right to pass laws for everyone 6.


